Connect with
engaged speakers
and entrepreneurs as
a strategic partner
with Raise a Dream
Build relationships, increase
awareness, and create more impact
by showcasing your products and
services to your perfect audience.
www.RaiseADream.com

www.RaiseADream.com

RAISE A DREAM

isn’t just helping speakers
and entrepreneurs grow their
businesses, we’re helping
them make the WORLD
a better place for all of us.

Everyone has a BIG dream. It takes a team to
make that dream a reality.
With over 30 years of combined experience
in building collaborative relationships and partnerships in business (and over 10 businesses
and non-profits between them!), Charmaine
Hammond and Rebecca Kirstein co-founded
Raise a Dream (RAD) to help grow 1 million businesses through collaboration and sponsorship.
They credit the power of community, partnership, and sponsorship with being able to
pursue their dreams, build successful businesses, and engage in interesting and varied work.
Like our Raise a Dream clients, Charmaine and
Rebecca are on a mission to make a big impact in the world. They’ve learned that through
collaboration and the power of collective in-
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fluence, they’re able to help more people and
make a much bigger difference in the world.
Sharing a belief in lifting others as they climb,
they want to help their clients and partners do
the same through Raise a Dream.
Rebecca, Charmaine, and their team help
speakers, authors, and entrepreneurs take their
idea from big vision to global brand. Through
online and in-person training, mentorship, and
community, Raise a Dream’s clients and followers apply a 7-step model to build and keep relationships with their own strategic partners and
sponsors to help them Raise their Dreams.
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WHY

PARTNER
with Raise

a Dream?

The Raise a Dream Team believes in providing
meaningful sponsorship experiences for the
sponsor, our event attendees, and our Raise
a Dream live and virtual community. We are
committed to customizing a sponsorship relationship and program that meets the specific
needs of your brand and also supports you in
turning your impact into action.
The Raise a Dream audience are entrepreneurs… speakers, authors, coaches, and transformational leaders. They are active on social
media, media, podcasts, blogs, and webinars.
They speak at events of different sizes in numerous industries. Many host their own podcasts and shows, live and virtual events, and
they are entrepreneurs who wish to make the
world a better place through their work.
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ELEVATE your brand
by helping us create
an even better
experience.
If you want to expand your network and reach
your target audience in innovative ways, becoming a strategic partner with Raise a Dream
gets you in front of an engaged audience of
speakers, authors, entrepreneurs, small businesses, and their families.
Our supporters are passionate about creating better businesses and making a difference
in the world. They seek out collaborations and
solutions that can help them deliver on their
vision. The majority of our clients, followers,
and event attendees are the business owners
and/or key decision-makers in their business.
More than half the attendees go to multiple
events and stay connected via social media,
email marketing, and our online community.
Business partners and co-founders Charmaine Hammond and Rebecca Kirstein, along with their team, are respected experts
in their fields and are committed to ensuring
that Raise a Dream members (and their
dream projects) are nurtured to grow.
Charmaine Hammond, CSP, has been in
the speaking industry more than 20 years, is
a 5-time bestselling author, and appears as
a frequent guest expert on media and podcasts sharing her unmatched speaking, sponsorship, and entrepreneurial experiences with
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business owners looking to expand the reach
and impact of their projects.
Serial entrepreneur and collaboration concierge, Rebecca Kirstein, has firsthand experience over several decades in founding small
businesses, tech startups, investment corporations, and non-profits, making her a conduit to
the best knowledge and sponsorship resources
for entrepreneurs.
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Raise a Dream has clients around the globe.
1 Raise a Dream is a fast growing company,
adding new retreats, workshops, and products every year.
2 The quickly growing reach of Raise a Dream
(and its co-founders) exceeds 25,000 through
our database and social media, and Raise
a Dream is affiliated with organizations such as
the Evolutionary Business Council whose collective membership reach exceeds 140 million.
3 The Raise a Dream audience consists of entrepreneurs, speakers, authors, and coaches
mostly within North America. Approximately
80+% of our audience is female. This audience
is active on social media and/or traditional media and have a growing reach and influence.

4 Raise a Dream has many partners and af
filiations, including: The Evolutionary Business Council, Women’s Speakers Association,
SpeakerHub, Speaker Stardom, the Global Influence Summit, ReThink Thinking, and Public
Speaker Association, to name a few.
5 Raise a Dream is also a sponsor and partner of Rethink Thinking, A Million Acts of
Kindness, and has supported a number of
our clients’ philanthropic projects.
6 The Raise a Dream Team actively promotes our events (including news that is
relevant and helpful to the audience and
the event partners/sponsors) before and
after the event through media, social media,
video, webinars, contests, and more.
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How we
CONNECT with the world
Charmaine Hammond and Rebecca Kirstein have appeared
on numerous media outlets over the years, including:

We’ve created
great relationships with these
amazing SPONSORS
We believe in providing meaningful and unique sponsorship experiences!
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Raise a Dream –

GROWING
1 million
businesses
through
sponsorship

We offer and continue to build new programs
and services to help entrepreneurs raise their
dreams, including:
• Big Dream Primer online program
• Grow Your Speaking Business Through Sponsorship online program
• Sponsorship Essentials online program
• Coffee & Strategy “Power Hour” Call coaching
• Sponsorship Magnet Mentoring services
• Sponsorship Intensive Masterclasses in different locations throughout the year
• 3-day sponsorship retreats
• EBooks, webinars, and printed products
Our events and programs promise that entrepreneurs, speakers, and authors will:
• Break through their barriers and claim the
missing pieces to uplevel the influence of
their business as a transformational thought
leader
• Increase the impact of their presence and
their message
• Increase the exposure of their message
• Increase the profit of their message
• Increase their impact through relationships
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PRAISE from past and current
Raise a Dream sponsors
~ JUHLi SELBy
JUHLi SELBy Social Media
www.JuhliSelby.com
Charmaine and Rebecca understand how to do sponsorship right! They are relationship building
pros and masters for how to add value.
My partner and I were sponsors for an event of one of their clients and we couldn’t believe how
much value they provided in exchange. We were appreciated and acknowledged in numerous
ways – including being acknowledged from the stage at a 600-person business conference. Wow!
They are heart-centered entrepreneurs who understand that relationship building requires a longterm approach. They are social media savvy, and they understand business. I highly recommend
their training, book, and content to anyone looking to secure sponsorship for their project, book,
event, or business.

~ Melodie Reynolds
Founder and Chief Adventurer, Elate Cosmetics
www.ElateCosmetics.ca
I love working with and being a sponsor for Rebecca, Charmaine, and Raise a Dream as they
understand that collaboration is the key to success. Their promotion of Elate Cosmetics has
helped us increase sales and develop relationships with many other like-minded businesses and
individuals.
Their approach to sponsorship is so customized... from getting our product samples in front of
diverse audiences of professional women at events to creating valuable exposure through radio
show interviews, podcasts, magazine mentions, and sharing my brand’s story and our partnership as a case study in their programs. They are always seeking unique and authentic ways to
promote Elate Cosmetics as the conscious, collaborative brand that we are.
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APPRECIATION from our Raise
a Dream clients and followers.
~ Zsuza Novak
Starpower You brand and global impact strategist
www.StarPowerYou.com
Charmaine Hammond and Rebecca Kirstein are two powerhouse women who joined efforts to
help entrepreneurs like you and me make an even bigger difference in the world through collaboration and sponsorship funding.
As Charmaine and Rebecca say, “It takes a team to raise a dream!” I could not agree with that
statement more. Since my next project is all about creating Global Impact, Charmaine was the
first person I reached out to. She and Rebecca have helped people and projects get 6- and even
7-figures in corporate funding. Not too shabby, huh?!
So if you have a big idea, or a bold dream that you want to make sure will come to life, reach
out to these two women because they are game changers! Learn from them, hire them, attend
their intensives. Some time and money investments come back multiple fold.
Plus anyone would feel fortunate to have such kind, caring women in their corner. I know I do.
I feel extremely fortunate.

~ Sue Ferreira
Wisdom To Wealth Mastery
www.WisdomToWealthMastery.com
The first time I heard Charmaine Hammond speak about sponsorship, my eyes got bigger, my
ears perked, up and I sat forward as I said to myself, “You can do what? How come I know nothing about this?” Like many entrepreneurs, I knew nothing about the world of sponsorship and
how to go about finding sponsors - the right way!
My knowledge of sponsorship was at the level of directly asking a local store, “Would you be
willing to supply a box of donuts for my next meeting?” Now, thanks to Charmaine Hammond
and Rebecca Kirsten, the talented and experienced founders of Raise a Dream, I know there is
another, much more subtle and sophisticated way to approach sponsorship. One is always grateful
for a box of donuts, but if you want to enter into a mutually beneficial, long-term relationship
with a sponsor, I highly recommend joining the community of Raise a Dream, so you can Raise
Your Own Dream and the Dreams of your Sponsor. You will not regret it.
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APPRECIATION from our Raise
a Dream clients and followers.
~ Joseph Ranseth
Speaker, Author, Transformationalist
www.JosephRanseth.com

Watch the Video

Sponsorship and fundraising has changed significantly over the past few years – what used to
work is now almost a guaranteed recipe for failure. But with all the opportunities available through
sponsorship, how does one ensure that they do it right? The answer is: Charmaine Hammond
and Raise a Dream...

What are the potential

PARTNER integrations?
There are a number of ways that your brand
can integrate with the Raise a Dream (RAD)
brand, programs, and events. Becoming a strategic partner with RAD allows you to create
a more lasting impression on the event attendees (and the entire RAD network) and gives
you the ability to engage with our community
one-on-one.
You will have the opportunity to be showcased to our entire online and offline community in a variety of innovative ways through
RAD and through the individual partners and
their social platforms.
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Opportunities Available
• Raise a Dream retreats and live events including, but not limited to:
–– Raise a Dream welcome and “Meet and
Greet”
–– VIP lunches
–– Refreshments and networking refreshment breaks
–– A/V sponsor
–– Event needs (photography, videography,
lighting, marketing, social media, venue
decor, etc.)
–– Live Twitter feed
–– Selfie booth
–– Technology charging station
–– Pre-event webinar series
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––
––
––
––

•

•

•
•

Speaker keynotes
Books for attendees
Gifts for VIPs or early registrants
Sampling such as food, beverage, or health
products
–– Lanyard sponsor
–– Hotel key sponsor
–– Morning meditation and mindset activities
–– Attendee welcome bags
–– Event signage
–– Pre-event videos and newsletter
–– Co-branded products
–– Sponsor the printing of journals for the
event
Sponsor aspiring authors, speakers, and
entrepreneurs to attend our programs and
events
Sponsor the “Raise a Dream Team” (our
team of dedicated volunteers who create
an amazing experience for the attendees)
Sponsor our webinar series
Sponsor our Facebook Live and YouTube
videos

• Co-branding opportunities
• VIP tickets
• Opportunities to meet with and network
with our attendees
• Sampling opportunities
• Preferred supplier status
We have provided the opportunities above
as examples of creative ways our partners can
integrate with Raise a Dream.
We welcome your ideas and suggestions.
We are always open to creating unique, custom
programs tailored to your needs and to create
a memorable and effective experience.

Customized Partner Recognition
We want to help your brand expand your influence and impact, too!
We love to create unique opportunities for
our partners and sponsors to be recognized
for their support and contributions beyond the
usual logo positioning, thank you cards, and
shout-outs on social media. While these are
all important ways of recognizing sponsorship
and providing our sponsors with ROI, Raise
a Dream likes to think outside the box, create
a lasting impact, and provide more customized
recognition opportunities, such as:
• Professional photographs and video of sponsorship activation
• Unique marketing opportunities such as integrated contests and live event promotions
via social media
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The Raise a Dream Strategic
Partnership and Sponsorship Team
Connect with us today to learn more about the Raise
a Dream opportunities available and to customize a partner
integration that’s right for you and your brand.

Contact:
Charmaine Hammond
charmaine@raiseadream.com

